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RADISH
ECOSYSTEM
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“ALL-IN-ONE
Radish is an emerging

“

CREATIVE ECOSYSTEM
built on the RADIX DLT.

ABOUT US
RADISH primarily act as a gateway for its token holders to operate within
the RADISH Platform. A place where creators unleash their inner creativity,
cultivate their ideas and deploy their project into an ecosystem with new
market opportunities.
Furthermore, creators will have the chance to enhance their marketability
and project longevity through the RADISH Pod Program, a launch support
and benefit program - providing networks of wide-ranged developers,
expert marketing specialist and a community that can develop growth
and value creation.

VISION

RADISH aims to offer a new place where aspiring visionaries engage in
a secure platform and overcome their limitations in an environment
beneficial for their project growth.
In addition to that, RADISH envisions to become a platform for crypto
newcomers to learn and navigate the space and explore their curiosity
as RADIX gets closer to adoption.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
BLOCKCHAIN MARKET OUTLOOK
With the usage of blockchain technology rising, RADISH strives to build
a platform in a sustaining economic system for innovators to monetize
and decentralize their creations.
The current market condition in regards to adoption is increasingly
expands through new opportunities and utility gaining traction.1 With
2021 reflecting this, RADISH is confident that RADIX is shaping up to
have this year become a landmark year for the space as a whole.
Blockchain market size is projected to grow from USD 4.9 billion
in 2021 to USD 67.4 billion by 2026, at a Compound Annual
Growth Rate (CAGR) of 68.4% during the forecast period. 2

1
2

https://investingnews.com/daily/tech-investing/blockchain-investing/blockchain-outlook/
https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/blockchain-technology-market-90100890.html
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MARKET OVERVIEW
DECENTRALIZED FINANCE MARKET OUTLOOK
With many financial trends changing the conditions of the economy
worldwide, cryptocurrency is the new big thing that is attracting
people around the world. For analyzing the economic trend and the
importance of it, S&P Global conducted a market research study.
In the report Global Credit Outlook 2022, the data analytics company
has predicted a massive increase in the growth of cryptocurrency
and all the related decentralized finance sectors in this year.3
The Decentralized Finance industry’s Total Value Locked is measured
at $189 billion, a 767% increase from the 2020.4
TVL LOCKED IN DEFI
TRON, $5.6B
AVA, $10.9B

FANTOM, $4.47B

POLY, $3.53B

ARBITRUM, $1.78B
RONIN, $1.25B
ELROND, $1.18B

SOLANA, $11.3B

TERRA, $12.3B

BSC, $21.9B
ETHEREUM, $115.2B

dappradar Industry Report, 2021

3
4

https://www.spglobal.com/_assets/documents/ratings/research/100772320.pdf
https://dappradar.com/blog/2021-dapp-industry-report/
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MARKET OVERVIEW
NFT, CREATOR AND MARKETPLACE OUTLOOK
According to a new market research report published by Global Market
Estimates, the Global Non-Fungible Tokens Market is projected to grow
at a CAGR value of 185.0% from 2021 to 2026. 5
NFT Utility is beginning to take shape across the industry, particularly
in terms of enriching various experience. 6
The market for NFT is expected to grow rapidly owing to advancing
digital economy, increasing awareness among consumers about
crypto currencies, blockchain technology and NFT, rising trend of
owing true, original, and real possessions such as music audio, movie,
video, lyrics, pictures or portraits etc. The augmentation of NFT will
definitely clear the hurdles between the digital and physical worlds.

5
6

https://www.globalmarketestimates.com/market-report/non-fungible-tokens-market-3624
https://www.rollingstone.com/culture-council/articles/nft-trends-expect-2022-1283112/
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MARKET OVERVIEW
PLAY2EARN GAMES OUTLOOK
The Play2Earn blockchain-based games are changing the dynamics of the
current gaming system. It paves the way for the evolution of how we play
games by offering users an equal playing field and giving players digital
identity. This evolution is mainly incentivized by the ownership of ingame
assets that in turn can be monetized on associate marketplaces.
As more companies in the gaming industry adopt blockchain technology,
we will see the development of these games increase exponentially as
well. 7
Based on the application outlook, the gaming segment is expected
to grow the fastest in the market from 2021 to 2026 5
The global gaming market size is expected to gain momentum by
reaching USD 545.98 billion by 2028 while exhibiting a CAGR of
13.20% between 2021 and 2028.8
Report data shows a 6,566% increase in daily unique active wallets
(UAW) interacting with game-related smart contracts, 23,100 in Q3
of 2020 to 1.54 million daily in Q3 of 2021.4

https://cointelegraph.com/news/play-to-earn-games-are-ushering-in-the-next-generation-of-platforms
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/09/22/2301712/0/en/Gaming-Market-Worth-54598-Billion-by-2021-2028-Fortune-Business-Insights.html
7

8
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RADISH OUTLOOK
The Market outlook presents favorable opportunities for RADISH platform
to take advantage on the growing market as the power shifts into the
hands of the users for earning potential and significant value creation to
their gameplay experience.
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CHALLENGES
AND RISK
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“

“

Adoption of Blockchain and
gaming projects are limited by

three main problems.

PROJECT CHALLENGES
At the current stage, adoption of Blockchain and gaming projects are
limited by three main problems: decentralization, security and scalability, the Blockchain Trilemma.
Leading other blockchain networks are limited to solving one or two
problems of the Trilemma while sacrificing the other one. Causing the
following issues:

SPEED:
Most popular ecosystem currently offerring blockchain dApps and
services, such as Ethereum, are slow and thereby creating friction
between the market and potential users.

HIGH AND VOLATILE TRANSACTION FEES:
Most of the current blockchain (L1 and L2) are encountering spiking
transaction fees whenever throughput transaction is high, which in
turn discourages market growth.

EXPLOIT AND HACK POSSIBILITIES:
with the current vulnerability and limitation of Blockchain technology,
security will always be an issue associated with blockchain script
coding and infrastructure limitation.

TIME CONSUMING:

Presently, developing a platform and project are time-consuming
associated with difficulty and constraints in creating a balance and
secured smart contract and complex codes.
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LIMITATIONS

Non-Fungible tokens and Blockchain games are experiencing their own
limitation and challenges, namely but not limited to:

RATE OF ADOPTION:
At the early stage of the technology, creators are experiencing
difficulties incorporating their own ideas into the blockchain
technology related to steep learning curves and limitation of
resources.

ONLINE FRAUD RISK:
The risk for fraud in the NFT sector is enormous due to copyright
theft, fake airdrops, fake NFT giveaways, and replication of popular NFTs.

GAME DESIGN LIMITATION:
Current blockchain games have limited in-game features related
to early stage of blockchain integration into games. Game
designers have to design creative ways to improve gameplay
and graphics for players to continuously play the game.

RISK
It is the responsibility of any holder of RDS token, RADISH Platform users
and NFT holders to inform themselves of all applicable laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction.
It is possible that alternative platforms could be established utilizing the
same open-source code and protocol underlying the platform and
attempt to facilitate services that are materially similar to our services.
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RADISH
TECHNOLOGY
& SOLUTION
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TECHNOLOGY SOLUTION
The Radish Platform will utilize the technology of RADIX DLT to create a
highly scalable and secure Creator Hub. RADIX DLT will provide solution
across the RADISH Platform - overcoming technology limitation on the
other current blockchain providers.

SCALABILITY:
To provide solution to the current limitation experienced by developers and users in terms of scalability and throughput composability.
RADIX’s Cerberus consensus protocol allows massive parallelization of
both: simple transaction and complex dApps, to work properly without
breaking interactions across dApps and transaction speed.

SECURITY:
With the integration of RADIX’s component such as RADIX Engine
and their smart contract language assisting the creation of the
Radish Platform.
The RADISH team can confidently create a custom-built, asset-oriented programming architecture that can relieve the developers of the
tremendous security risks and complexities – which in turn, will create
a prosperous media for highly secure smart contract and high-quality
dApps.

PRODUCTIVITY:
Through RADIX’s blueprint catalog and on-ledger library of composable smart contracts, the Radish developers can mix-and-match
available modular smart contract and functionality that can support
Radish Platform’s objectives.
Additionally, the RADIX’s Developer royalty system can incentivize
developers to create a positive and highly productive network
ensuring longevity and sustainability.

5

CORE
FEATURES
& PLATFORM
OVERVIEW
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$RDS TOKEN FEATURE
$RDS Token is the foundation of the RADISH Ecosystem. $RDS is the
RADISH utility token that serves as basis for transaction within the
Radish Platform.
$RDS gives holders access to interact with NFT brand and Games created
by the community creators on our media while also providing a sustainable economy for the token.

RADISH PLATFORM

RADISHSQUARE

RADISH GAME

RADISH ROOTPAD
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$RDS TOKEN UTILITIES
ACCESS TO RADISH PLATFORM
$RDS token is the token used in the platform for holders to buy/sell
NFT on the NFT Marketplace, for NFT creator to pay for transaction
fee in minting and uploading their artwork, for game developers to
upload their games, and for future development in the ecosystem.

EARNINGS FOR CREATORS AND DEVELOPERS
$RDS will primarily be earned by Creators and Developers in form of
royalty fee via sales in the NFT marketplace and in-game upgrades
and purchases in games in the RootPad.

IN-GAME UPGRADES AND MINTING PAYMENT
$RDS token are spent to create new in-game assets and used for
every game upgrade fees; all $RDS spent are distributed into various
accounts.

REDISTRIBUTION MECHANISM
$RDS Token are redistributed back to holders through active staking
(flexible and locking) and LP rewards via the liquidity account.

DEFLATIONARY MECHANISM
$RDS token has a deflationary mechanism where 25% of the total
transaction fees taken from the whole revenue flow are transferred
to the “burn” account.

PLATFORM REWARD
$RDS token will serve as an incentive mechanism as part of Radish
Pod Program, and for creators and game developers to carry out
development of their project on the ecosystem.
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RADISH PLATFORM OVERVIEW

CORE
RADISH FEATURE
(TBA)

CORE
RADISH FEATURE
(TBA)

ECOSYSTEM

RADISH
W o r l D

RADeFi

ROOTPAD
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CORE FEATURES

RadishSquare is a digital assets marketplace that enables NFT creators
to upload, generate and manage their creations in an easy and seamless
manner.
Creators will be able to showcase their NFTs into a secure marketplace
and for all Radish users to own and trade on-chain assets. Addition to
this, Game developers can put up their in-game assets and NFTs creating a mass dynamic community-oriented marketplace.

RADeFi

RADefi is a feature that will be launched on the RADISH platform
where users can swap $RDS token to other pairings. Users can also
become liquidity provider by adding liquidity to any token pool provided. n turn, earning reward fees as more users utilizes the Decentralized exchange. RADISH RADefi will be utilizing automated market
maker (AMM) to algorithmically provide liquidity.
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CORE FEATURES

ROOTPAD

Project creators are constantly looking for a sustainable place to launch
their artwork and grow their brand without generating copyrighted
content and for game developers to create a working gaming model
without ruining their users' experience.
Radish RootPad is designed to help NFT Creator and game developers
to launch their products to the RADISH Ecosystem via the RADIX DLT
while gaining exposure to a rapidly growing repository of engaged
users.

RADISH
W o r l D
The creation of the RADISH Native game will signify the phase of the
RADISH platform where all features will be integrated into the game,
creating a Gamified Decentralized finance and Marketplace combination.
The Native game aims to pioneer a gaming experience where NFT, DeFi,
and Marketplace interact with one another.

Two additional core Radish features will soon be announced.

6

ECONOMY
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STRUCTURE
The RADISH Platform main flow of income will be generated from the
following, but not limited to as the ecosystem continuously develop
over time.
RADISH asset sales
Transaction fees across the platform
Creators NFT Trading through the Marketplace (RADISH Pod Program)
P2E games developed by the community game developers (RADISH
Pod Program)
In-game asset and upgrades
Other core features

REVENUE STREAM AND ALLOCATION
The team have developed 5 accounts where all of the transaction fees and
revenues across the Radish Platform will be distributed thus, contributing
towards the increase value of the token to ensure stability, longevity and
success of Radish.
These 5 accounts are further divided into 2 categories:

INFLATIONARY:

LIQUIDITY POOL
ACCOUNT

RADISH PLATFORM
OPERATIONAL ACCOUNT

RADISH POD
PROGRAM ACCOUNT

DEFLATIONARY:

BURN
ACCOUNT

TEAM
ACCOUNT
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INFLATIONARY ACCOUNTS
Liquidity Pool Account
Created to provide continuous yield for holders who locked their
token in a form of locked staking and flexible staking, liquidity pool
and various yield farming.
Radish Platform Operation Account
Designed to support the whole Radish Platform’s marketing, development and operational expenses.
Radish Pod Program Account
Designed to encourage early NFT creators and game developers of
the Radish community, empowering the market to develop high
quality sub-products thus, ensuring continuous growth in value of
the RADISH platform and token.
Projects that are granted through this will go through the RADISH
Pod Program for: product development, target market study and
mentorship.
Team Account
Represents the revenue generated that comes from the proceeds of
sales of company owned assets with a 12-months linear unlocking
period.

DEFLATIONARY ACCOUNTS
Burn Account
Designed to create a deflationary mechanism for the whole RADISH
Ecosystem. Where a certain percentage of $RDS token earned across
the platform, in a form of transaction fee, will be allocated.
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ALLOCATION
The RADISH platform has four set of revenue stream where holders
and developers will exchange $RDS. The RADISH will be allocated
as detailed below:

A. Distribution acquired from transaction fees:
TRANSACTION FEES

A. RADeFI Transaction Fees:

B. NFT Marketplace Transaction Fees:

0.3%

3%

*Exclusive of the 4-7% Royalty to the creator

C. RootPad Transaction Fees:

5%

DISTRIBUTION FLOW
30% - Burn Account
20% - Liquidity Pool Account
20% - Radish Pod Program Account
20% - Radish Platform Operation Account
10% - Team Account
30% - Burn Account
10% - Liquidity Pool Account
30% - Radish Pod Program Account
20% - Radish Platform Operation Account
10% - Team Account
30% - Burn Account
30% - Liquidity Pool Account
30% - Radish Pod Program Account
10% - Radish Platform Operation Account

B. Distribution acquired from Creator Primary Sales:
TRANSACTION FEES

DISTRIBUTION FLOW

A. Radish NFT Series

10% - Burn Account
10% - Liquidity Pool Account
10% - Radish Pod Program Account
10% - Radish Platform Operation Account
60% - Team Account

B. NFT Creator Launch Assets
(via Radish Pod Program)

5% - Burn Account
5% - Team Account
10% - Radish Pod Program Account
10% - Radish Platform Operation Account
70% - NFT Creator
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ALLOCATION
C. Distribution acquired
from In-Game Sales and Tx. fees:
6%
Project
16%
TRANSACTION FEES

Burn
30%
DISTRIBUTION
FLOW

10% - Burn Account
10% - Liquidity Pool Account
10% - Radish Pod Program Account
10% - Radish Platform Operational Account
60% - Team Account

A. Radish Native Game

Community
26%

B. Game Developer Launch Assets
(via Radish Pod Program)

5% - Burn Account
5% - Team Account
Liq
10% - Radish Pod Program
22% Account
10% - Radish Platform Operational Account
70% - Game Developer
Account

D. Distribution acquired from other stream:
TRANSACTION FEES

DISTRIBUTION FLOW
10% - Burn Account
60% - Radish Platform Operational Account
30% - Team Account

A. Other Radish Features

SUMMARY
Team
11%

Burn Account
25%

Radish Pla�orm
Opera�on Account
26%
Liquidity Pool
Account

16%

Radish Pod
Program Account
22%
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TOKENOMICS
Total Supply: 500,000,000 RDS
Public Sale: TBA

11%

5%

COMMUNITY AIRDROP

10%

RADISH FOUNDERS & TEAM
Unlocked and distributed for the
next 4 years at a monthly interval

14%

INITIAL SUPPLY
Initial Liquidity
Public Sale
Unlocked Linearly

RADISH PROJECT AND
PROJECT DEVELOMENT
Unlocked and distributed for the
next 2 years at a monthly interval

20%

LOCKED NETWORK
SUPPLY

30%

Unlocked at certain demand/
TVL Milestone

RADISH LIQUIDITIES

10%

RADISH POD PROGRAM
For NFT Creator and Game Developers Incentives
Future NFT-GAME Launch
(Locked until we reach certain token holders)

CEX-DEX, LPs
Staking Rewards

